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Dear friends,
May God bless you this easter.
Mark Johnstone
(Mark.johnstone@glasgowcathedral.org)
Worship services.
Date
3rd April 22
10th April 22
14th April 22
15th April 22
17th April 22

Time
11am
11am
8pm
12noon to 3pm
11am

Theme
Lent
Lent
Lent
Lent
Easter

Comment
Morning Service
Palm Sunday
Maundy Thursday Communion
3 hour Devotions
Easter Sunday Communion

Spring 2022
The minister
Wedding season will soon be upon us. It has been a difficult time for those who
planned their wedding prior to lockdown. Many tried to rearrange their date then
found it was overtaken by another limitation in mobility, lockdown, and new
strains of the COVID virus. This year we are happy to welcome more couples than
in previous years. Baptisms have taken place. Within our tradition Baptism should
take place in the face of the congregation. This has not always been possible
during lockdown. In the early stage we used the large stone baptismal font at the
great west door. This had not been used regularly for some time. The symbolism
of the font being the first piece of liturgical furniture you meet as your come into
the Cathedral was again emphasised. The emphasis on baptism being the act of
initiation into the Christian faith was significant. I know it may not be practical to
use the font regularly again, but I would be keen to use it occasionally.
The font is in the traditional position near the West door. It is carved in sandstone like that of which the
Cathedral is built. It has a circular wooden lid which is carved and includes the
carved symbols of the four apostles; the four faces of the plinth are also carved
with Celtic tracery. There are carved Celtic crosses on two of its four faces and
on each of the four there are pictorial carvings of biblical scenes. The gift of the
font was recorded in the Kirk Session minute on October 2nd, 1919. It was given
in memory of parents and children. It remembers the universal suffering of
parents as they experienced loss in the Great War.
How appropriate at this time in the life of our community that we would use this
font. In this time of COVID when so many people have known so much loss.
As you enter the Cathedral take time to reflect upon those we have loved and lost
and let us remember the new beginnings that come through the Christian Gospel.
May the symbolism of Baptism continue to speak to us of God’s faithfulness and
Christ’s closeness.
(The photographs are from a funeral at the Cathedral in February 2022)

Let us meet together (online).
The development of our online presence has allowed the Cathedral community to connect when virus
restrictions have altered our ability to connect physically. The Cathedral has been broadcasting worship for
many years. Glen and Jane have developed a rich platform of engagement that many have experienced.

Live Streaming of Services
Glen Colie shares some thought.
In 2021 the resurgence of the pandemic meant that streaming of services continued to be the most important
vehicle for Cathedral worship. Even when allowed at all, attendances were limited and social distancing, the
wearing of masks and the prohibition of choral singing became the norm.
During the year the online congregation averaged 1200 connections per service which using industry standard
calculations meant a congregation online of about 1800 for each service.
During the year we purchased and installed a new streaming system consisting of remote-controlled cameras
and audio equipment which will enable a much more flexible production schedule and enable a much smaller
crew to stream a service. This project continues into 2022.

Our Scottish music tradition has a home.
Andrew Forbes, Director of music, shares some insight.
On 31st October, after a quiet eighteen months, our full choir made a jubilant return to Sunday worship, joined
by the Glasgow Phoenix Choir. We are delighted to be offering fully choral
worship again and, although we still have a way to go (quite literally) from
our current position behind the chancel, I’m greatly heartened to look back
on the progress we’ve made over the past six months.
During lockdown I found space and perspective to reflect on our musical
habits, inspiring me to steer the choir on a slightly different course. Our
pre-pandemic repertory tended towards the standard ‘English choral’ canon
and, whilst I have no intention of abandoning many of these pieces, I don’t feel they best reflect who we are: a
medieval Scottish cathedral, with a musical heritage to match.
To widen our repertory, I’m working to programme underperformed Scottish music, ranging from the
Renaissance to the present day, alongside at least one piece each week by female and/or living composers. I’m
grateful to Heather for making space in the service sheets for the words/translations, and hope this helps you
better engage with our anthems. I look forward to us taking the final steps back to normality and, until then,
thank you for your patience—and your lusty hymn singing!

Glasgow University – A return to normal?
Many will know the University of Glasgow finds its beginning at the Cathedral. Prof. Ronnie Baxendale one of
our Session Clerks and professor at the University keeps the link alive.
The University has started its journey back to normal. People are back on campus doing more normal things.
Some controls continue but now I can remove my mask to teach, if I keep two meters away from the students. It
felt unusual at first, but it is better than working exclusively online.
I am struck by the range of reactions. Some are delighted to see
others again. Some are very worried about infection risks. Some are
unhappy at the return to a timetable and want the flexibility of using
recorded material. People do not like change!
Nobody expected the lockdown to last 2 years. Everybody was
surprised how well the move online went. The big challenge lies in
deciding how and which changes will be retained. I wonder if we
will ever return to packing large numbers of students into Victorian
underground trains to move them to large lecture rooms?

Pounds, shilling’s and pence…..
Finance Brief for Congregation from Charles Scott, the Treasurer
The accounts have been finalised and are with the Independent Examiner pending approval by Session.
General Fund—Congregational profit & loss,
2021 turned out a lot better that may have been anticipated with congregational giving’s reaching £60000
against 2019 at £52000.This was achieved by a very cooperative move by almost everyone who was on the
[now abandoned] FWO scheme and its envelopes to direct payments to our bank. Anyone still to make this
move, please contact Heather.
The Gift Aid recoveries by this move and other efforts reached £14000-2019 £12000.
Fees net of all charges from Music and Flowers reached a more acceptable figure £5300.

Investment income recovered to £11000 from the depressed forecasts due to CV19.
The pressure on cash outflows which reached extreme levels during 2020 and first half 2021 were neutralise by
legacy income from the late departed Mss Robertson and Grant amounting to £36000 some of which was placed
on deposit.
Investments have more than recovered the devaluation as at 31 Dec20 and returned to decent growth ahead of
inflation and yielding a substantial income to support our overheads.
Our outlays after recovering some costs of repairs to Manse, Insurance, New audio-visual apparatus and office
equipment and other repairs comes to near £100000 with 2020 £116000; so the “gap” against congregational
effort is easy to calculate still being significant around £25k per annum.
We were fortunate in 2021 with Legacies and have recurring Investment income and Fees which abates this
apparent deficit.
Music Department
Still keeps to a small surplus with most Organ repairs being recovered from our revenue balance held by the
General Trustees of Church of Scotland. However, now that Furlough claims have ceased there will be a gap of
about £14000 to close to maintain break-even.

St Mungo’s festival
The Minister.
We hosted several events associated with the festival. We also hosted part of the
online ecumenical service. With Glasgow Churches Together and Glasgow
Medieval Trust there was a full programme of events. The cathedral welcomed
an exploration of some of the signs and symbols built into the very fabric of the
building. This was made available on YouTube. The ecumenical service was
also broadcast in a more modest way. The Minister visited the Mitchell Library
to read the ‘life of St Mungo’. This was read in English by the Minister and
Latin by Archbishop Emeritus Conti. (I think I got the easy job)

Favourites on the organ.
Our organist, Malcom Sim, shares some thoughts on favourites.
I am often asked “What is your favourite piece of organ music?” Whilst it is almost impossible to answer it is
hard to look past the sheer genius of Bach’s Passacaglia BWV 582, the exuberance of Marcel Dupré’s Prelude
and Fugue in B opus 7 or the lyricism of César Franck’s Pastorale opus 19. One piece to which I have a great
sentimental attachment is Litanies by the lesser-known composer Jehan Alain. I heard it during one of the first
recitals I ever attended in 1988. It was played as part of the inaugural recital of the new Walker organ in the
Stevenson Hall at the then Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama. The recitalist was the unsurpassed
Thomas Trotter, City of Birmingham Organist and recent recipient of the Queen’s Medal for Music. He has also
played at the Cathedral.
Litanies begins with a plainsong theme that returns throughout the work,
constantly pushing forward with varying degrees of complexity in
harmony. It can be seen as a direct representation of the ascent of faith.
Alain wrote in his own manuscript “When the Christian soul no longer
finds new words in its distress to implore God’s mercy, it repeats
ceaselessly and with a vehement faith the same invocation. Reason has
reached its limit. Alone, faith continues its ascent." The lack of
harmonic resolution in the final chord of Litanies represents "Reason
has reached its limit. Alone, faith continues its ascent."
This piece is particularly in my mind just now. Alain was killed aged 29 during World War 2, after singlehandedly engaging a German Patrol during the Battle of Saumur. There are many parallels with the futility of
current events.

Batman Verses Batgirl @ Glasgow Cathedral.
Helping to keep the roof on!
Hollywood has been in town! Over the past couple of years, the cathedral has hosted a few significant feature
films. Although this is not co-ordinated by the church, Historic Environment Scotland do consult and support
the ongoing work of the congregation. Batman was filmed in the
city with a special feature taking place and
being filmed in the Necropolis. The Cathedral is in the background.
We have been informed that while filming the motorbike scenes in
the cemetery a scan was taken of the cathedral. This was later used
to create a scale model of the Cathedral in a studio in England. At
a certain point in the movie the cathedral will feature. However,
do not be too upset! The Cathedral apparently will look as though
it is being blown up and then burning intensely. No Cathedral was
damaged in this film making.
Batgirl was filmed in the lower Church. Although this was more inconvenient it did not pose a significant
problem to our ongoing congregational life. It was a hassle to have so many vehicles in the precinct on the
Sunday, but the Nave was suitably cleared for a funeral that took place during the week.
I am grateful to all who co-ordinate these activities and realise this is an important source of income for Historic
Environment Scotland in difficult financial times. There are currently several HES sites closed.

Take a look at this important book.
Where mortal and immortal meet (Repeated
for attention) – this is a beautifully produced and crafted
volume of essays celebrating the 85th Anniversary of the Society
of Friends of Glasgow Cathedral edited by Andrew Ralston one
of our Elders. Ian Hazlett another one of our Elders, wrote,
‘This book is a fascinating collage of studies old and new by
diverse authors. The essays have been collected, impeccably
edited, and presented by Andrew Ralston. This volume is an
invitation to behold aspects of the sometimes-turbulent history
of Scotland’s largest church. The stories demonstrate how
continuity and change, both religious and civil, interest with the histories of architecture, worship, higher
education and Scottish church history, and with the story of Glasgow city from medieval times’

Business as usual.
Worship is evolving.
Sunday morning at 11am is our core worship service. We often welcome civic bodies to this service. We are
aware that other worship services can be meaningful within the congregation and we hope to build on the
already trialled ‘Scottish evensong’ & ‘Alternative service’
We long to get back to ‘normal’ with our meetings. Unfortunately, we have not had our regular meetings for
most of the regular business of the Church. I am grateful for all that has been done and the trust extended by
those holding office in the life of our congregation. We plan soon to establish a regular meeting pattern for Kirk
Session.

Those we remember ‘Jesus said I am the resurrection and the life’
Violet McKinlay, Provost Alan Brown, Eleanor Sandford, Joan and John Ranachan,
David Kerr, Reiss Halliday, Martha Gray & Alex Findlay
Baptisms Jesus said ‘Let the children come to me’
Samuel John Raphael Lewis 5.12.2021, Aria Elsie Tiwari16.1.22, Gregor David Thomas
McLeod 23.1.22. Callie Elizabeth-Rose Emains 13.02.22
Marriages ‘….and two shall become one’
Amy Catherine Dunsmuir & Darren Gordon Mayberry 08.01.22

